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Coronavirus: The Truth You Need To Know                        
Don't Be Scared - Be Informed and Be Prepared  

FACT SHEET TO PRINT AND SHARE ON PAGE 14                             

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS ON PAGE 15                                                        

A Public Safety Crisis Management Special Report                                     
March 14, 2020  Nikita Samuelle                                                                                                      

(c) 2020 Metro-Atlanta Crime Commission 

So out of nowhere comes the Coronavirus and people are dead. You don't know what to 

believe. In this special report  we are going too separate lies from truth, fact from fiction and 

conspiracy theory from real life conspiracy in plain sight. And you can go to 

www.publicsafety411.com to download, print and share this document with others.  

Watch this video:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eup3_i_5uaw 

Georgia, home of the CDC. And the Coronavirus has now come to Georgia, all over Georgia and 

much more than we know because there are neither enough testing kits nor enough people 

being tested. During the week of March 13, 2020 Governor Kemp of Georgia in a press 

conference stated we would begin testing 100 people per day. But wait people, there are over 

498 thousand citizens in Atlanta alone, not including travelers, visitors and those who commute 

here for work. And because the virus is spreading, apparently washing your hands for 20 

seconds is not stopping it. That should have never been thrown out to the public as a major 

solution and the MACC said that from the beginning, though it helps.  

I am not going to say all that I know because I don't want to disappear. And no I am not 

exaggerating? Remember the CDC doctor who mysteriously and suddenly "committed suicide" 

in the Chattahoochee? He blew the whistle on the Flu vaccine. And while I am not claiming to 
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have secret inside information, we can analyze evidence and facts while putting two and two 

together. Much more so than most are paying attention enough to do. 

FORTUNATELY MOST OF YOU WON'T BELIEVE ME SO I SHOULD BE SAFE  

When the citizen who brought the Coronavirus from Italy to Atlanta came home to the ATL, he 

flew on a commercial airline. That means everybody on the plane was exposed to this person 

while he was contagious. Those other passengers got off the plane, went home as well or went 

to work or school - all with no screening and no quarantine. That means the Coronavirus 

walked right through the busiest airport in the world undetected - Hartsfield Jackson 

International Airport. That means airport employees were exposed to the Coronavirus and 

bathrooms, restaurants, gift shops and other planes may be carrying the virus right now - 

maybe headed to your city from the busiest airport in the world. Yet were any steps taken or 

alarm bells sounded in Atlanta or at Hartsfield? Again all I here are crickets. 

TRUMP BLAMED OBAMA ADMINISTRATION FOR VIRUS TESTING HINDERANCES: CNN 8:02pm EST  

One word you are not hearing our government nor the Coronavirus task force is the word 

"Carrier".  A carrier can be a person who shows no symptoms, does not get sick but instead 

contagiously carries a virus which makes other people sick. The healthcare industry knows this 

but if you listen for the Federal Task Force to mention "carriers", all you hear are crickets. This 

should not be a political issue but the Coronavirus outbreak is being used as just that.  

President Trump said he is not responsible for much of anything. President Trump refused to 

get tested initially, even though he was exposed to not one but two people who ended up 

infected. President Trump was on the podium at every press conference without observing 

"social distancing" and shaking hands. No matter what party you are a member of, that is not 

being an example for the country in a crisis. President Trump doesn't practice social distancing. 

WHAT ABOUT THIS FEDERAL CORONAVIRUS TASK FORCE? 

Experts in their field? If you say so. But here are the facts. First the U.S. Surgeon General  said 

the 3M N95 masks don't work. But why then did Trump say on national television that the 

government just ordered 40 million of them? Then the U.S. Surgeon General said don't buy the 

masks. But the CDC Director on March 4, 2020 exposed the truth and stated in the task force 

press conference the masks were needed for healthcare workers who would have to deal with 

Coronavirus patients.  

Now we see that they want the masks for the healthcare industry while citizens have next to 

none, the virus spreads and we get sick unprotected. Then the Surgeon General says wearing 

the masks improperly may increase your chances of getting the Coronavirus. But instead of 
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telling citizens how to wear them properly, the Surgeon General is discouraging people from 

protecting themselves in the best way possible. BUY AND WEAR THE MASKS PEOPLE! 

THE "WASH YOUR HANDS FOR 20 SECONDS" GAME                                

The Coronavirus kills through Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=okg7uq_HrhQ 

While washing your hands will help kill germs, washing your hands will not stop airborne 

contagions from getting into your respiratory system through your eyes, nose or mouth - 

much like pollen does in people who have Spring allergies. This is why a mask is necessary and 

the Surgeon General clearly must know that. But instead of saying that truth, the Surgeon 

General discourages wearing masks and clears the way for the healthcare industry to buy all of 

them. https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/29/health/face-masks-coronavirus-surgeon-general-

trnd/index.html   But if you do touch something, you are less likely to touch your nose and 

mouth if you have on a face mask. Do not drink the Coronavirus kool-aid people. 

 

Vice-President Pence went to the Minnesota 3M mask factory and stated to the public that 

the government has contracted with 3M for 35 million masks per month. But wait, then why 

is the Surgeon General saying they don't work or not to buy them? If washing your hands is 
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the best defense, why aren't they telling  healthcare workers to "just wash your hands for 20 

seconds"? Because masks do work and the experts have known it all along. 

President Trump said the Coronavirus is like the flu and will probably just go away. But the 

"experts" including Dr. Fauci said the opposite, that COVID19 is 10X worse than the flu. And 

there has been little to no mention of what is happening with the bodies of those who died 

from COVID19.  

HOW COVID-19 SPREADED IN AMERICA SO FAST 

It should shock you that clearly one of the most advanced countries in the world is never ready 

when a tragedy strikes - Ebola, SARS, H1N1, H5N1 flu, hurricanes, tornadoes, earthquakes, take 

your pick. When these catastrophes happen, all of a sudden the "experts" seem not to know 

what the Hell to do. They struggle to figure out timelines, aggressive goals, immediate testing 

and who should take the lead. And on top of that, while they try and figure it all out, people die 

and viruses spread. Are our "experts" learning anything from each tragedy? And where is FEMA 

In 2018 the Trump Administration disbanded and/or defunded the Pandemic Defense Office of 

the National Security Council. CDC funding was also cut. In January of 2020 the World Health 

Organization offered test kits to America through the Federal Government but the kits were 

refused. The first confirmed case of COVID-19 in America was on January 21, 2020. By February 

4, approval was granted to the CDC to develop test kits. But by February 24, 2020 the CDC 

discovered kits were ineffective because there was contamination at the CDC itself in Atlanta. 

When the Georgia resident returned from Italy on a plane full of people, he was likely 

contagious. And he walked through the busiest airport in the world, likely contaminating 

everything he touched as well as a plane full of passengers who had no idea. When the 

substitute teacher in Fulton County went to schools, even though he was sick, the virus spread 

again. When people all over Georgia who were exposed also could not afford to stay out of 

work, they went anyway instead of submitting to voluntary quarantine. 

TESTING ISSUES: COMPLIANCE AND AVAILABILITY                                                                                                                   

Initially the Federal Government would not allow states to develop their own testing 

procedures. Fortunately Governor Cuomo of New York stepped up, started contracting private 

labs and did it anyway. Now New York has the first drive-through testing facilities and a 

procedure for testing that is moving smoothly. That is a good example, an example of real 

leadership and taking aggressive initiative. 

One huge problem with testing is community support, participation and responsible 

compliance. Let's look at each by the numbers. (1) Many people who may be infected will not 
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go to get tested because they can neither afford to miss work nor to be quarantined. (2) Many 

of those exposed to infected people also will not say anything. (3) When children get infected, 

parents will too but then still go to work. (4) When parents get infected, they go home and 

infect children who are out of school and go into close contact with their friends and other 

family. (5) Test results, if even available, are not immediate. And if you are tested on Monday 

but get infected on Tuesday, it will not show up on the test because you were not infected 

when you were tested. So don't stop the precautions just because your test was  negative. Also 

experts do not know if you can be re-infected. And in the past, some viruses have been 

transferred back and forth from person to person in the same household. 

Another huge problem is the city and county governments seem more concerned about 

liability and budgets than about lives and public health. Thus they are waiting far too late to 

act and waiting for someone else higher up to sign off on it first. Therefore we have barely 

heard from key local leaders such as mayors, police chiefs and county commissioners. Is it they 

don't know what to say nor what to do? Leaders in a time of crisis have the responsibility to 

lead - to reassure the public, to implement policies for the safety of their citizens, to work with 

the private sector in developing more solutions instead of waiting for state and federal 

governments, to establish hotlines, to offer and reiterate suggestions and recommendations for 

safety. And to even offer briefings from their own established panels of experts in every 

relevant area. Is this happening all over Georgia anywhere near the level it should? 

Nooooooooooooooooooo. 

MISINFORMATION AND GUESSING 

On March 14, 2020 at 1:14pm during a press conference, the Surgeon General (Jerome Adams) 

said "almost all people will recover. 98, 99% of people will recover". But how can he say that 

when (1) Dr. Fauci says there is much we don't know about this virus yet, (2) it has not even run 

its first full course in America as of March 14, 2020, (3) they are learning more ever day and    

(4) if they are so sure about these claims, why can't they slow it down, test for it faster, develop 

kits that work better or develop a vaccine yet? We should not be that gullible people. Wake up. 

Furthermore, it is irresponsible to minimize the impact of the Coronavirus or give any 

approximate estimates when it is spreading rapidly and it has not even run its first full course 

yet. Has it been here before? And, like the flu, MERS or SARS, is this a stronger strand of 

Coronavirus come back to get us? Research suggests it is. But was it being tracked? Was it 

expected? Was there any preparation? Who knew about this? And why does such an advanced 

nation (America) seem to get caught off guard almost every time? 

Ironically with all the close contact and handshaking that President Trump and Vice-President 

Pence have done, the President declaring a national emergency, the virus spreading fast, both 
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leaders being in close contact with many people daily and at least two people who the 

president was in close contact with - Trump was just tested on March 13 and as of the March 

14th press conference, VP Pence had not even been tested. Irresponsible and bad examples. 

 

TIMING IS EVERYTHING 

So here we go. In 2019 the United States was in a fierce economic battle with China and tariffs were 

flying back and forth. America was losing that battle and in an election year, no less. Then, all of a 

sudden, China was hit with the Coronavirus and everything changed. They had to shut down cities and 

quarantine millions. Did America know about the Coronavirus before 2020?  Yes, simply look on the 

back of the Lysol can and it states that it kills the "Coronavirus". And I have a can of Lysol from years ago 

that says the same thing. Meanwhile, before 2020, for years we in America have been told we had 

respiratory infections or the flu. Or was it the Coronavirus growing stronger and on the loose all along? 

CRUISE SHIP CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAKS 

Finally the cruise ship companies began shutting down. Again focused on profit instead of safety, a bad 

move which allowed for infections and the spread of COVID-19. The Princess Cruise Lines Diamond 

Princess cruise ship was heavily infected with the Coronavirus. Then Grand Princess ship from the same 

cruise line is at risk. That is because people in California are contracting the Coronavirus. That is also 

likely because some of the staff from the first infected ship may have gotten on the second ship. Then 

we heard that as many as 50,000 people may have been exposed. Workers should never have been 

transferred from one infected ship to a ship that was not. The first ship had virtually no preparation for 

such an outbreak, no proper equipment and no staff trained to deal with an outbreak. Do we live on a 

planet full of idiots pretending to be experts? Or are they allowing it to spread? After so many past 

outbreaks, why does it seem they don't know what to do? 

AIRLINE SPREADING 

Airlines have began cutting flights, Jet Blue and United to name a few. They also dragged their feet due 

to profit concerns. Screeners at LAX have become infected and the virus is spreading. That means it is 
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walking its way through airports and people traveling are being exposed, taking that exposure to 

destinations nationwide. And part-time screeners are not even given health insurance.  

STATE, COUNTY AND CITY RESPONSES 

As of March 5, 2020, in Georgia we had heard very little information of prevention and substance from 

the Metro-Atlanta counties, from the City of Atlanta, from the CDC based in Georgia, from our police 

departments and other first responder offices. We cannot afford for our First Responders to get sick yet 

as of the date of this document, they still had not been issued safety kits. They should have received a 

mask, latex gloves, hand sanitizer and Lysol at least. But police chiefs are often being silent and 

interdepartmental memos are not safety kits. The Metro Atlanta Crime Commission has made the 

effort to get some of these safety resources to as many of our First Responders as possible as well as 

to our senior citizens, but we have a very limited supply.  

Agencies seemed to be waiting stagnant and citizens are still not taking this pandemic seriously, 

believing what they were told - that washing your hands for 20 seconds is the best defense. Not true. 

Finally on March 12, 2020 America starting realizing how serious this matter is. Businesses, schools and 

large group gatherings are closed down, but they still waited far too long. America stop thinking 

intervention first and start thinking prevention. Thinking intervention in a pandemic is a dangerous 

mindset when addressing a virus that spreads so rapidly.  

In Georgia on March 13th the Governor held a press conference in which he announced he was leaving 

it up to cities and counties if they wanted to close down and to what extent. Again this should have 

happened earlier. On March 14, 2020 Governor Kemp declared a state health emergency. Again this 

should have happened weeks ago. Fulton County had a briefing on FGTV in the week ending March 7, 

2020 but yet again said very little because they "appear" to know very little. The MACC recommended 

shortly thereafter that they began shut downs.  

BOOST YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM 

Absent from the solutions by the so-called "experts" is a set of instructions on how to boost your 

immune system, your best biological defense to the germs, bad bacteria and viruses that try to invade, 

attack and destroy us every week. We suggest you go to Google and other internet search engines to 

find ways to boost your immune system. Even speak to a naturopathic doctor (ND), a homeopathic 

medical doctor, a nutritionist and herbalist. They can likely tell you how to increase your body's 

defenses. On February 10th there were 12 identified cases. One month later there were 1,200 cases. 

VACCINES: ARE THEY DANGEROUS? 

Labs, doctors and health specialists are scrambling to create a Coronavirus vaccine. But unfortunately 

there is widespread disagreement among "experts" as to how long that will take, how long a person is 

contagious, who will develop the vaccine, who will take the lead, who it will be tested on, guidelines for 

FDA approval, how it will be given to the population and a host of other concerns. Remember many 
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people have died from vaccines for other diseases in the past, including flu vaccines. So in the rush to be 

the first to get a vaccine on deck, some companies will not make the best decisions. 

SEASONAL COMPLICATIONS 

With the weather irregularities in so many States around the country, we are also coming off of cold and 

flu season. Then many viruses and germs thrive and spread in warm and hot weather. Spring is right 

around the corner and Summer is not far behind. Spring brings pollen and that means some who have 

the Coronavirus will be confused with those exhibiting allergy symptoms. Remember to get tested if you 

think you are infected and have the symptoms. Call your doctor, don't just run up in the emergency 

room if the symptoms are mild. Buy and wear a mask. 

SOLUTIONS 

BUY A MASK OR AS MANY N95 MASKS AS YOU CAN FIND! Masks serve a purpose, or again, the federal 

government would not be buying up millions of them. Your best weapon against the Coronavirus is to 

stay updated with sound and solid information, think through the obvious idiotic limited suggestions and 

think preventive. Also avoid large group gatherings such as sports events and concerts. Yes wash your 

hands and buy Lysol. Strengthen your immune system with natural foods and vitamin immune system 

boosters. Share this report from www.publicsafety411.com and before you take a vaccine, weigh out 

the risks. GET YOUR PREP KIT TODAY! 

 

Using Masks and Making Strong, Safer Hand Sanitizer                                                                                                              

(What You Are Not Being Told) 

MASKS WORK                                                                                                                    
Masks do work in blocking airborne pathogens and contagions. If they did not work, President Trump 

would not have ordered 40 million masks for healthcare workers in February of 2020, not for those 

infected. If masks did not work, the Vice-President would not have visited the 3M factory in Minnesota 

in March, 2020 and placed a standing order for 35 million N95 masks per month until further notice. If 

masks did not work, the head of the CDC would not have announced in a press conference that they 

need the N95 masks for healthcare workers. A mask is not a guarantee but a necessary precaution. 

WEARING THE MASK PROPERLY                                                                                
Wearing the N95 mask properly is very important. For masks with the top and bottom straps, place the 

bottom strap on first and let it rest on the bottom of your neck. Then position the mask securely on your 

face, covering your nose and mouth completely. Place the second strap around the back of your head. 

securely. Then slightly pinch the metal strip on the top of the mask. Breath normally. The N95 mask with 

the respirator on top allows the mask to stay cooler which allows you to keep the mask on longer. 
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WHAT ABOUT OTHER MASKS?                                                                                           
If you do not have an N95 mask, use the mask you have. Any mask offers some protection against 

airborne particles but some offer much more protection than others. And at the very least, masks of any 

type discourage people from touching their faces.  

RE-USING DISPOSEABLE MASKS                                                                                    
Under normal circumstances the best way for a company to sell more masks is to say they are 

disposable. But when there is a shortage of masks, you may have to wear what you have several times 

because doing so is better than having nothing. Because the droplets from a sneeze traveling 100 mph 

and deposit up to 100,000 droplets in the air from just one sneeze, you need to wear the mask. In order 

to re-use the N95, take it off, spray the outside lightly with Lysol then place the mask in a zip lock bag. 

BEWARE OF FAKE MASKS: The masks immediately below are real. 

  

 

The masks above are real masks. Keep in mind there are other brands of N95 so if the box or writing is a 

different color, don't panic. That being said, there are fake masks which are now flooding the market. 
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THE MASKS BELOW ARE FAKES 

  

These are fake masks. Notice where the staples are. Notice there are no side flaps. Notice 3M in large bold black 

print. Notice how thick the staples are and how they look on the inside of the mask. Notice closely the cheaply-made 

filter. And notice the black writing at the bottom of the outside of mask that seems to fade, even though the mask is 

supposedly brand new. Cheap printing. All of these factors combined prove these masks are fakes. 
 

https://www.newsweek.com/alex-azar-coronavirus-masks-30-million-have-need-30-million-

fight-america-senate-committee-1489058 

MAKING YOUR HAND SANITIZER 

Regular hand sanitizer, the one everyone is running to find, has harmful chemicals in it, largely 

for color, scent and longevity. Ironically there are only 2 ingredients needed for hand sanitizer. 

The alcohol is the only active ingredient. The aloe vera, the other key necessary ingredient, is 

simply to soften the skin and keep it from drying out because of the alcohol. Pure aloe vera 

juice (not gel) is safer and healthier. Read the back of the hand sanitizer everyone is hunting for, 

especially the warning and the chemicals listed on the bottom. 

To make the sanitizer stronger, use 91% alcohol (Isopropyl) and mix it with 100% or virtually 

100% Aloe Vera JUICE (Wal-Mart, Public and Kroger), not the gel. Mix 1 part alcohol with 2 parts 

aloe vera juice. Place in small bottles. Keep one bottle in the car and one with you at all times, 

including and especially at work. Don't believe anyone who says making this sanitizer is unsafe. 

FDA bans 28 active ingredients                       

in hand sanitizer 

Kells McPhillips, April 12, 2019 

Hand sanitizer is ubiquitous in some of America’s germiest hotspots. Airports, doctor’s offices, 

classrooms, gyms, portable toilets—you name it. The safety of the antiseptic substance has been 

https://www.wellandgood.com/author/kmcphillips/
https://www.wellandgood.com/good-travel/germiest-place-at-the-airport/
https://www.wellandgood.com/good-sweat/germs-in-gym-locker-rooms/
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hotly debated for some time now. On Thursday, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

banned manufacturers from using 28 active ingredients in over-the-counter bottles of hand 

sanitizer. 

The government organization first announced its intention to analyze safety data on the 

antibacterial gel back in 2016. Now, less than three years later, the FDA is specifically calling 

out toxic actives with a history of health concerns, like triclosan and benzethonium chloride. 

Although 28 ingredients sounds like a substantial number, however, the change will effect less 

than 3 percent of the hand sanitizer marketplace. Most bottles of hand sanitizer you’ll find on the 

shelves at the drugstore use ethyl alcohol as the antiseptic. 

“Our action today aims to help provide consumers with confidence that the over-the-counter 

hand sanitizers they’re using are safe and effective when they don’t have access to water to wash 

with soap.” 

“Our action today aims to help provide consumers with confidence that the over-the-counter 

hand sanitizers they’re using are safe and effective when they don’t have access to water to wash 

with soap,” says Janet Woodcock, MD, director of the FDA’s Center for Drug Evaluation and 

Research in a press release. The organization will continue to study the public safety of three 

other chemicals sometimes found in hand sanitizer—benzalkonium chloride, ethyl alcohol, and 

isopropyl alcohol—before deciding if those, too, should be struck from the list of ingredients. 

If fear of the dreaded spring cold prompts you to reapply your desk hand sanitizer on the hour, 

don’t forget to scan the ingredients list for any (completely unpronounceable) unsafe chemicals. 

 

FDA issues final rule on safety and 

effectiveness of consumer hand sanitizers 

Action completes a series of actions on the FDA’s review of                                      

OTC antiseptic active ingredients 
 

For Immediate Release:   April 11, 2019 

https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/fda-issues-final-rule-safety-and-

effectiveness-consumer-hand-sanitizers 

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration today issued a final rule designed to help ensure that 

hand sanitizers available over-the-counter (OTC) are safe and effective for those who rely on 

them. The rule establishes that certain active ingredients are not allowed to be used in OTC hand 

sanitizers, formally known as topical consumer antiseptic rub products, which are intended for 

use without water, that are marketed under the FDA’s OTC Drug Review. The final rule also 

seeks to ensure that the agency’s safety and effectiveness evaluations and determinations for 

https://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm635793.htm
https://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm509097.htm
https://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/adult-health/expert-answers/triclosan/faq-20057861
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/benzethonium_chloride
https://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm635793.htm
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/04/12/2019-06791/safety-and-effectiveness-of-consumer-antiseptic-rubs-topical-antimicrobial-drug-products-for
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consumer antiseptic rub active ingredients are consistent, up-to-date and appropriately reflect 

current scientific knowledge and increasing use patterns. 

“Our action today aims to help provide consumers with confidence that the over-the-counter 

hand sanitizers they’re using are safe and effective when they don’t have access to water to wash 

with soap,” said Janet Woodcock, M.D., director of the FDA’s Center for Drug Evaluation and 

Research. “In today’s final regulation we finalized the FDA’s previous determination that 28 

active ingredients, including triclosan and benzethonium chloride, are not eligible for evaluation 

under the FDA’s OTC Drug Review for use in consumer antiseptic rubs.  

We’ve also reaffirmed our need for more data on three other active ingredients, including ethyl 

alcohol, which is the most commonly used ingredient in hand sanitizers, to help the agency 

ensure that these products are safe and effective for regular use by consumers. We believe 

industry has made good progress toward providing data and we will continue to provide updates 

to the public about the progress of collecting this data.” 

Consumer antiseptic hand sanitizers provide a convenient alternative when hand washing with 

plain soap and water is unavailable. Millions of Americans use antiseptic rubs daily, sometimes 

multiple times a day, to help reduce bacteria on their hands. The Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention advises that washing hands with plain soap and running water is one of the most 

important steps consumers can take to avoid getting sick and to prevent spreading infections to 

others. If soap and water are not available, the CDC recommends using an alcohol-based hand 

sanitizer that contains at least 60 percent alcohol. 

As part of the June 30, 2016 proposed rule on consumer antiseptic rubs, the FDA requested 

additional scientific data to support the safety and effectiveness of active ingredients used in 

OTC consumer antiseptic rubs. 

At this time, three active ingredients—benzalkonium chloride, ethyl alcohol, and isopropyl 

alcohol—are being deferred from further rulemaking to allow for the ongoing study and 

submission of additional safety and effectiveness data necessary to make a determination 

regarding whether these active ingredients are generally recognized as safe and effective for use 

in OTC consumer antiseptic rub products. Their status will be addressed either after completion 

and analysis of the studies or at another time, if these studies are not completed. At this time, the 

FDA does not intend to take action to remove hand sanitizers containing these three active 

ingredients from the market. 

Less than 3% of the marketplace will be affected by the issuance of this final rule, as most OTC 

consumer antiseptic rubs use ethyl alcohol as the active ingredient. 

The FDA is aware that retailers and pharmacies continue to market a very low number of 

consumer hand sanitizers containing benzethonium chloride, but that they stopped marketing 

hand sanitizers containing triclosan. Drug products containing any ineligible active ingredients 

will require approval under a new drug application or abbreviated new drug application prior to 

marketing. 

https://www.cdc.gov/handwashing/
https://www.cdc.gov/handwashing/
https://www.cdc.gov/handwashing/
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/fda-requests-additional-information-address-data-gaps-consumer-hand-sanitizers
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This final rule completes a series of rulemaking actions in the FDA’s ongoing review of OTC 

antiseptic active ingredients to determine whether these ingredients are safe and effective for 

their intended uses. The FDA previously issued final rules on consumer antiseptic washes (Sept. 

2016) and health care antiseptics (Dec. 2017). 

 

The Metro Atlanta Crime Commission is putting the                 

"public" back in public safety. www.publicsafety411.com  

SHARE THIS INFORMATION WITH EVERYONE YOU KNOW                                 

AND LET'S SAVE LIVES, NOT STAY QUIET TO AVOID LIABILITY 

The information in this document is meant to prepare you through prevention, not to scare you. But in 

order to prepare you, all of our agencies must think, be honest with citizens about what they know and 

offer steps for prevention of the spread of the Coronavirus.  Just as it is with crime prevention, local 

governmental agencies tend to lack the balance of informing and preparing you for prevention while not 

scaring you or causing a panic. Check back with www.publicsafety411.com periodically for more 

information. 

 

www.publicsafety411.com                                                        

www.publicsafety411@yahoo.com 

Disclaimer: The reader of the information herein (including any of our Fact Sheets) understands and 

agrees that the Metro-Atlanta Crime Commission is not a medical agency nor medical facility. 

Therefore any claims made, information provided or suggestions given are for information purposes 

only under the First Amendment to the United States Constitution. Facts and details are changing 

rapidly. Nothing herein should be construed as a substitute for medications, sound medical advice nor 

treatments. The reader agrees not to hold the writer nor the agency liable in any way. 

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2016/09/06/2016-21337/safety-and-effectiveness-of-consumer-antiseptics-topical-antimicrobial-drug-products-for
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2017/12/20/2017-27317/safety-and-effectiveness-of-health-care-antiseptics-topical-antimicrobial-drug-products-for
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CORONAVIRUS REAL SAFETY MEASURES 
Most businesses, citizens, organizations, politicians and groups are following 

what the Surgeon General and the CDC are saying. But there is much more than 

you can do and you are NOT being told everything. Be informed! Be prepared! 
 

1. Buy a mask and wear it. Masks do work. The Coronavirus is an airborne contagion and attacks 

the respiratory system. If the mask didn't work, the federal government would not be ordering 

millions and millions of them for healthcare workers. Don't be fooled by people hiding the truth. 
 

2. Buy the N95 mask if you can find it.  
 

3. Wash your hands for 20 seconds in water as hot as you can stand it with antibacterial soap. 
 

4. Avoid group meetings and gatherings. If you have to attend, practice social distancing. 
 

5. When you come home, take your clothes off just inside the door, put them in a trash bag and 

then put them in the washing machine and wash on hot. 
 

6. Don't shake hands.  
 

7. Sneeze or cough into your sleeve. A sneeze travels 100mph and sprays 100,000 droplets. 
 

8. Work from home if you can and limit those who come to your home. Practice self-quarantine. 
 

9. Don't make multiple visits to the grocery store each week. Get everything you need while 

you're there and store up food and supplies. Then wipe down the food packaging with wipes. 
 

10. Spray the inside of your car with Lysol and sanitize your steering wheel. 
 

11. Avoid public transit and ridesharing as much as possible. 
 

12. If you or your child become sick with a fever, cough and other symptoms, stay home. 
 

13. Fill up your gas tank and make sure to spray your keys with Lysol immediately afterwards. 

Then use hand sanitizer immediately. 
 

14. Use sanitizing wipes on your cell phone. 
 

15. Leave your coats, jackets, hats and shoes in the front part of the house, not the bedroom or 

closet. Place in washer ASAP (hot water). Spray clothes and shoes with Lysol lightly. 
 

16. Wear latex gloves in stores, at work, at gas pumps and as needed. 
 

17. Lightly spray any packages with Lysol that you receive in the mail. 
 

18. Boost your immune system naturally with the strongest foods/vitamin supplements you can. 
 

19. Limit your travel anywhere as much as possible. 
 

20. Use your hand sanitizer and if you cannot find it, make it yourself using at least 70% strength 

alcohol and aloe vera gel or juice. 
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www.publicsafety411.com 

Disclaimer: The reader of the information herein (including any of our Fact Sheets or 

documents) understands and agrees that the Metro-Atlanta Crime Commission is not 

a medical agency nor medical facility. Therefore any claims made, information 

provided or suggestions given are for information purposes only under the First 

Amendment to the United States Constitution.  

Facts and details are changing rapidly. Nothing herein should be construed as a 

substitute for medications, sound medical advice nor treatments. The reader agrees to 

these terms and not to hold the writer nor the agency liable in any way. 

 


